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NEWS&VIEWS
GLASGOW UNITARIANS - Aug 2021
August of another summer,
and once again
I am drinking the sun
and the lilies again are spread
across the water.
I know now what they want
is to touch each other.
I have not been here for many years
during which time I kept living my life.
Like the heron, who can only croak,
who wishes he could sing,
I wish I could sing.
A little thanks from every throat
would be appropriate.
This is how it has been,
and this is how it is:
All my life I have been able to feel
happiness,
except whatever was not happiness,
which I also remember.
Each of us wears a shadow.
But just now it is summer again
and I am watching the lilies bow
to each other,
then slide on the wind
and the tug of desire,
close, close to one another,
Soon now, I'll turn and start for home.
And who knows, maybe I'll be
singing.
Mary Oliver
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Sunday services
1st August 7pm Lyanne Mitchell - LIFTING the SPIRIT - Music has an unrivalled power.
It moves us to action ; inspires us to do better ; motivates us to push through challenges ; and
comforts us when things are dark.
15th August 7pm A recorded service from Rev. Dr Rob Whiteman, minister at Dundee Unitarian
Church, will be broadcast via Zoom.
29th August 7pm Barry Bell – Religious and Spiritual Engagement in the 21st Century
time - 18.45 for 19.00; duration – up to 90 minutes; attendance – via Zoom
This will take the form of an engagement session which introduce - and enables
congregational engagement with - the GA-promoted “Leading Change in the Congregation” course
(based upon the book of the same name by Gil Rendle) recently engaged with by ve members of
this spiritual and religious community, along with around 50 other potential and actual leaders from
Unitarian congregations around Britain.
There were of course some very di ering perspectives identi ed by individuals and by
Unitarian communities, and also very clear di erences between individuals attending from the same
community (who did at times seem to have read an entirely di erent book from the one I had
engaged with!), but there was also some clear agreement between most who attended of certain key
elements.
Since these di erences apply to some extent to the ve of us attending from Glasgow, you
will need to think of what I say as “Barry’s personal take”, although I will try to make it clear
whenever I believe myself to be expressing “an agreed view”.
Wednesday Meetings: 4th, 11th, 18th, 25th?
We don’t have a programme for Wednesday evenings in August. Suggestions are welcome and can
be slotted in as we go along, or we can meet without a xed topic, or take a summer break. Please
do o er suggestions, either for this month, or for a schedule in September.
Social Meeting
Wednesday 14th August 11.30am Glasgow Botanic Gardens with their famous glasshouses
belong amongst the treasures of our city. You are cordially invited to come and spend some
time there with other members and friends of the Church.
Address is 730 Great Western Road, G12 0UE. The main entrance is opposite Byres Road but there
are a number of other entrances around the park. The park itself is worth exploring, not only for the
tree collection and owers in the area in front of the glasshouses but also behind that on the banks
of the Kelvin. The pathways down to the river are quite steep but manageable.
The cafe is open from 11am until 5pm but is of limited capacity. Kibble Glasshouse hours are
12-4pm, the main range from 1-4pm
Parking can be di cult, some street parking in area around Byres Road. The least cluttered option is
to try Kirklee Road. If you go down it until you are at Kelvinside Academy and then turn right you will
nd the rear entrance of the park (steepish hill).
MEET AT 11.30AM in front of the Kibble Glasshouse where there is some seating.
Please let me know if you are coming. Phone 01294822544 or email rlgregory1765@gmail.com
I am planning to go early to walk Meggie by the river! Hoping to see you on the 4th!
Ministry Subcommittee - 2nd August 7.30pm
Management Committee - 9th August 7.30pm
And don’t forget Tea and Co ee meetings on Zoom every Tuesday at 11am
All GUC Zoom meetings are accessed through the following link:
https://zoom.us/j/5291141523?pwd=YjdhaFgxakY0TWJHWENZMW1PYjhoZz09
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Programme and notices

ARE WE GOING ON A
SUMMER HOLIDAY?
To Turkey Spain or Rome,
all the talk of the gym.
To Egypt for a tan
or Blackpool just for fun
There’s a whole world of sensation
face down upon a lawn,
eyes and fingers in the soil
late seedlings to be sown
My friends the birds , approaching,
eye to eye they sing their song.
I’m noticing and enshrining
all my fear has completely gone.
In this world of compression
a vast embroidery of green,
under the evening sun
I drowse and I dream.
One hour passes
my holiday has begun.
Corinna Tyagi

Pastoral Busines
In the absence of a minister the church through the pastoral team o ers all who receive
News & Views the option to request and complete a NEXT of KIN form which will be
stored safely in the church o ce. The intention is to be helpful to individuals and
church o cers alike should someone become suddenly ill in church or for some other
very special reason a Next of Kin needed to be contacted.
The Next of Kin form may be obtained by contacting the administrative o cer (the
church o cer) Alison Briggs:
churcho cer@glasgowunitarians-scio.org.uk
Or from pastoral team coordinator : Margaret Paxton telephone : 0141 339 6917
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Situated between Clouston Street and Kelbourne Street, is an oasis of trees and long grass.
It has a “mud” kitchen with pots and pans, a tree house, a bee hive 10ft up where you can
watch the bees working and making honey through a peep hole. Sometimes it is called “The
Kelvin Meadow” and at other times, “The Children’s Wood” – both charities and local
resident initiatives. Emily Cutts named her book on the project “The Dear Wild Place” and
she is the force behind its success. When local angry and disengaged youths did their best
to tear up what had been planted, she set up a youth group “G20”,with a base near the local
McDonalds on Maryhill Road.
The last week of June is
traditionally Holyrood Week when
the Queen and supporting royals
visit notable places in Scotland.
We were informed in April that we
had been selected. As Chair of the
B o a rd o f Tr u s t e e s , m y r s t
response was to hope that it was a
joke. The ground is uneven, there
is no toilet and the Queen is 95.
As the emails increased and a previsit visit was planned, it began to
take shape. We would have the
youngsters from Eastpark round a
re, the woman who manages the bees, the gardeners and a couple of lads from the G20
youth group. Nobody was told who was coming!
Frankie arrived about 5 minutes before the Queen and he was in the line-up. I think he
hoped it was a footballer but he was astounded when he saw that it was the monarch. “Do
we need to curtsy?” he asked anxiously. Frankie has been in a long relationship with the
Criminal Justice System. The miracle was not that he arrived just in time but that he had to
leave his work to attend.
As Princess Anne left she turned to me to say how impressed she was. I pointed to Emily.
HRH then used the opportunity, as she has no doubt done many times before, to thank the
person who had taken the initiative.
Emily had looked at a bit of derelict land, once a couple of football pitches and had created
a place where urban children can play safely, families can picnic, folk can sing round a re.
She used the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 to apply for an Asset Transfer.
This has not been a straightforward process and her book describes it in some detail.
People are concerned about the proposed closures of libraries and the St Mungo Museum
of Religious Life and Art. Hands are wrung and online petitions created with little optimism.
My hope is that another Emily emerges. Community empowerment brings hope for the
future.
Alison Spurway, 30 June 2021
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=The+Children%27s+Wood+Royal+Visit
The Dear Wild Place by Emily Cutts, published by the Centre for Con dence and Wellbeing
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“The Dear Wild Place”

The Scottish Unitarian Association
When the Briggs family joined GUC in 1968, we were warmly welcomed, as bringing children
to the congregation. There could now be a children’s group, and their mother could run it.
Under the supervision of Treasurer Alex Dand, she could also become the (strictly hatwearing) treasurer of the Sunday School Funds, and as such, I accompanied Alex on the
train to Dundee, to a meeting of the SUA. My tenure was short-lived, since the arrival of our
son Jamie soon made days-out impossible.
At that time, and for several years afterwards, SUA’s quarterly meetings were held in
each of the Scottish churches, in Aberdeen, Dundee, Edinburgh and Glasgow. Then, as now,
they were timed for arrivals and co ee at eleven, lunch at one, and departures no later than
four, because most of the delegates had to travel. The host congregation provided
refreshments, including lunch. Some years later, I recall making leek soup to accompany
sandwiches, for such a meeting here in Glasgow. There were two delegates from each
church, and maybe a Minister or two, to this meeting of the so-called Executive Committee,
but most church members regarded themselves as members of the SUA, and made small
contributions to its funds, via an envelope scheme.
The two delegates were nominated by their congregation, and continued in post until
they indicated a wish to stop. Almost always they were already heavily committed volunteers
within their own congregation, with little spare time or energy. For example, I only o ered to
be SUA Secretary in the early years of this century because I was already holding that
position in GUC. It was understood that the chairperson normally held the position for no
more than two years. I succeeded Margaret Paxton, and o ered to be its secretary a year or
two later. As the fortunes of the Dundee church diminished, meetings began to be held in
Dundee, to relieve the burden on their o ce-bearers. I travelled there by train or (free) bus,
and latterly in Iain’s or Roddy’s car, as each of them in turn became chairperson.
The AGM was held over a weekend in the summer, somewhere pleasant. Wilma can
tell you that in those days it was often at a Youth Hostel. Jimmy Yuill of Glasgow was an
executive in the SYHA. The Briggs family never went. (Taking four children away was too
much organisation.) Much later, I was able to attend AGMs held at Churches House,
Dunblane, and it made a pleasant weekend, meeting other Scottish Unitarians, attending
meetings and going for walks round about. I recall ‘cheese and wine’ and quizzes on
Saturday evenings.
As Ruth Gregory has outlined, the meetings of the Exec. have become very
formulaic. The mission to promote Unitarianism in Scotland, and to hold together members
of the various congregations is largely forgotten, notably because of dwindling interest in the
annual get-together. In fact, at one stage, I proposed suspending the activities of the SUA,
as had been done in the East Anglian District, because I could see that nothing useful was
being done. However, the SUA carried on, and it was able to stand guarantor for Lesley
McKeown’s mortgage when she bought the Haughland cottages on Shapinsay and
converted them to a Retreat. This explains how a payment accrued to the SUA when the
property was sold.
While I agree with Ruth that the SUA needs to ‘pull its socks up’, so do our Scottish
Unitarian congregations. And they need to do more to support small house-groups, such as
have grown up in Aberdeenshire. Until we can attract young, energetic, tech-savvy
members, the most we can expect to do is to employ a Website company that to create a
website that advertises the principles of Unitarianism, and announces a Scotland-wide
programme. We will have to o er up-to-date text and pictures to display, and an attractive
programme to advertise. Let us agree to prepare a proposal to present to their AGM in
September.
Janet Briggs
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Edward de Bono and his Six Thinking Hats
Edward de Bono has become known as the ‘Guru of Lateral Thinking’. He is a hero of
mine. As a designer, it is a huge benefit to be able to ‘think out of the box.’ Lateral
thinking is the ability to view things from new perspectives - solving problems by an
indirect and creative approach, typically through viewing the problem in a new and
unusual light.
De Bono has written many books, developing a whole series of thinking tools and
techniques to help management teams, groups of all kinds, to be more productive,
focused and mindfully involved when they are problem solving.
You may have heard of his ‘6 Thinking Hats’? Using different colours, you and your
team members can learn how to separate your thinking into 6 clear functions and
roles. Each thinking hat is identified by a symbolic colour. By wearing and switching
hats, you can focus and redirect your thoughts.
For example - Let’s pretend that we have a problem that we need to
solve. We all start with the WHITE hat. This calls for information known
or needed. The facts, just the facts. This would include budget and
time-scale etc.
Next, we put on the YELLOW hat symbolising brightness and optimism.
Under this hat we explore the positives and probe for value and benefit.
The BLACK hat is judgement - the devil’s advocate or why something
might not work. Spot the difficulties and dangers. This can be the most
powerful hat but it must not be over-used.
The RED hat signifies feelings, hunches and intuition. Wearing this hat,
you can express emotions & feelings and share fears, likes, dislikes,
loves and hates.
The GREEN hat focuses on creativity - possibilities, alternatives, and
new ideas. We explore fresh concepts and perceptions, wearing this
hat.
The BLUE hat is used for managing the thinking process. It’s the
control mechanism that ensures the 6 thinking hats guidelines are
observed and that ethics are respected.
De Bono believes the difference between mediocre and highly effective teams lies not
so much in their collective mental equipment, but in how well they use their abilities to
think and how well they work together. This technique provides a disciplined process
for individuals to stay focused and to the point. If someone goes off at a tangent, which
so often happens, the others can say - “no that’s ‘wrong colour thinking’ - we must stay
with this colour”. It helps everyone to see all sides of the problem. It neutralises rank aids equality and stops any one person monopolising the meeting.
Many large successful, international companies regularly use the 6 Thinking Hats. I
once used this with a group at a Holiday Conference at Great Hucklow. We used paper
hats (!) to solve a problem at the Nightingale Centre. The results were amazing!
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SERMON: By Rev John Cli ord, Glasgow 18 July 2021
How do we know what is True? Can we know anything ‘for certain’? How does
Our Truth relate to the Truths of others? Whom do we trust and WHY?
We live in a world where there is increasing distrust of those with authority, from politicians to
scientists, from police to doctors, from bankers to engineers. Much of this is because of the way
these people work, often out of the public eye until some scandal erupts, but today I want to look at
the effect of a small number of people who intentionally distribute anti-expert propaganda, speci cally,
conspiracy theory believers.
So, what do we mean by “conspiracy theory”? Well, the following paragraphs paraphrased from
Wikipedia can serve as a de nition to get us started
A conspiracy theory is an explanation that invokes secret collaboration by sinister and powerful
groups, often political in motivation, when other explanations are more probable. … It is
reinforced by circular reasoning and because both evidence against the conspiracy and an absence of
evidence for it are re-interpreted as evidence of its truth, they resist falsi cation. Experts are
recognised as legitimate only when they agree on the legitimacy of the theory. The conspiracy
becomes a matter of faith rather than something that can be proven or disproven.
Conspiracy theories are widespread around the world, some even being held by the majority of the
population. Interventions to reduce the occurrence of conspiracy beliefs include maintaining an open
society and improving the analytical thinking skills of the general public. Good luck with that
Now contrast this with the scienti c method, which most Unitarians would agree is the gold
standard for uncovering Truth. Observe/Measure/Theory/Test/Publish for further testing. A scientist is
cautious about claiming that some theory is true. In fact, they spend a lot of time of trying to nd
data which disproves a theory so it can be improved or discarded.
In the sermon today, I will try to do two things: to look at our traditional value of Reason, which
refuses to follow the white bunny down various rabbit holes; and to help us to see that even our
vaunted Unitarian reasonableness is based on faith and that ultimately this faith is based on
compassion
How do we know what is True? We each have our own Truth based on our experiences and
perceptions but how do we approach a common Truth? Indeed, can we get to a common Truth in a
complex and con icted world? Experience is personal but unless we are an Einstein or a Newton —
knowledge, the building of patterns that link experiences meaningfully, are communal, i.e. even our
very perceptions are shaped socially as we develop
Well, I believe that we can, within certain boundaries, get at a world of workable shared truths and
in fact, we do this every day because very few of us have the expertise, the tools, and the time to test
everything ourselves
As a diabetic, I pay real attention to the required labels on packaged and tinned food. My chief
focus is on sugar content although I also pay attention to the fat, salt, and bre readings. Doing this
helps me “know” what sort of risk the contents pose for me. How do you know what the sugar
content really is? I know that 4% sugar is less of a cumulative risk than 8%, but I can only judge that
risk on the basis of faith and common sense. We can taste salt and sugar but had best not rely on our
taste for deciding whether there is too much salt or sugar in something for our own good — our
taste buds have become accustomed to very high levels and the producers put these into processed
food to make them more attractive. Have you every tried Reduced Sugar Baked Beans? Aye, I don’t
really like them either because sugar has been added to enhance taste, not improve nutrition.
Recognising this and doing something about it is not the same as a conspiracy theory. It’s not really
a secret that food producers exist to make money and resort to misrepresenting food as ‘healthy’ —
but lest we get distracted, I want us to remember that because we have to take these nutrition labels
on faith, we take rational steps to undergird that faith with a whole apparatus of legal enforcement of
minimum standards and reporting, and a whole apparatus of investigative reporting. Nor is it a secret
that politicians, national and local, succeed only when they master the dark art of rede ning the
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scandalous story. Basically we don’t trust them because we cannot see the compassionate motivation
some of them profess
We each have our own Truth, our own lived experience, which we contribute to the community
that listens to us appropriately. When most of us have common patterns of experience, this listening
and sharing process is dif cult enough. But the more our experiences diverge from folks around us,
the harder it is for them to understand us and for us to understand them. To share openly requires
we have a sense of safety that may take time and effort to build; every community has its limits but
Unitarian communities believe that we should struggle when necessary to push those limits back,
because each of us has innate dignity and value. And the sad thing is, that our Unitarian communities’
struggle to break out of relative narrow social boundaries: class; sex; sexual orientation; race;
disabilities; age; mean that our adherence to the equality and dignity of every individual can be more
theoretically true than practically practised. Why is this important? Because while each of us has our
own Truth based on our own experience, we cannot truly build an open and supportive community
without being able to share these various Truths openly and this also requires trust — another word
incorporating faith. Trust betrayed takes a long time rebuilding.
In our Unitarian self-identity, reason and reasonability high on the list. For many of us, the emotional
side of religion is dangerous, subject to manipulation. Give us good old scienti c proof! Our Welsh
Unitarian churches are mostly located in an area called the Black Spot, so called by 19thC Welsh
evangelicals when they were unable to make progress there during Revivalist drives because our
rationalist chapels did not dance and scream in frenzied fervour like neighbouring chapels.
We need to humbly recognise the faith basis of our rationality. We have hitched our waggon to the
star of Science (to borrow a phrase by Ralph Waldo Emerson) and have learnt over the generations
that even our most cherished ideas change. To believe in Progress, as we used to explicitly profess,
means that things change. As the boundaries of scienti c knowledge expand, so does our vision of the
possible — but in the process we necessarily leave much behind. This is in real contrast to the
conspiracy theory approach that hates change and twists perceptions to maintain the value of some
element of the past. From anti-vaxers to those who professed to believe that President Obama was
not born in the USA to those who refuse to recognise that there was no signi cant voting irregularity
in the last American election, one can see a fearful holding onto some idea with a wish that the world
would not change and that unaccountable puppet-masters are ruining our lives
Our Unitarian Faith is built on openness, not secret plots. Openness to change in the way we do
things; openness in governance processes; openness in personal encounters; openness in theological
expression; openness in whatever boundaries are agreed as necessary. Rationality is part of this, but
equally, Faith is a necessary part. So while the conspiracy theorist and we are both operating on faith
and we both use logic to express our ideas, we try to harmonise our ideas across the whole range of
our personal and community experience
An important spiritual tool that we perhaps almost uniquely practice is the attempted harmony of
what we believe and what we profess. To recite creeds that make statements we don’t agree with
goes against what we stand for. Some of us are so consistent about this that when we sing our hymns
we read them beforehand to make sure that the words match our beliefs — we almost need a special
dispensation for the weeks leading up to Christmas to feel OK about singing about angels and
miracles
I close with a true story from my own life and family. When I was minister in Glasgow Unitarian
Church (between 1975 and 1983) my American daughter came to stay with us for six weeks most
summers. In passing, I’ll mention that her visits were timed to coincide with the annual youth group
cycling and Hostelling holidays that I organised with our church teenagers. By the time these stopped,
Irene had cycled over more roads than many Scots had driven over. One day she asked me, 'Daddy,
do you rehearse your sermons?' I responded that she knew I preached from notes rather than full
text and so wasn’t able to rehearse. She then asked me sweetly, as only a teenage girl can, ‘does that
mean you don’t practise what you preach’
I leave the consideration of the source of the faith that undergirds rationality until some future time,
but it should surprise no one to hear that it is based on compassion and practical love
Amen
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You are Welcome Here
Set to traditional Scottish melody ‘Kelvingrove’
Will you come and share our space?
You are welcome here.
There’s a smile on every face
You are welcome here.
We so hope that you will see
We enjoy diversity
Our beliefs are wide and free
You are welcome here.
What’s religion all about?
You are welcome here
We are not afraid to doubt
You are welcome here.
Please do come and have your say
And express it your own way
You’ll regret, if you delay
You are welcome here.
Do you have an open mind?
You are welcome here
Are you trying to be kind?
You are welcome here.
Are you feeling weak or strong?
Trying to alter what is wrong?
Are you aching to belong?
You are welcome here.
Words by Lyanne - Could this be something we sing together when
GUC opens for worship once again?
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Henri Matisse - ‘the Cut-Outs’
I have been remembering an exhibition I
visited in the Tate Modern, London some
years ago. ‘Henri Matisse - the cut-outs.’
I wasn’t prepared for the brilliant colour –
and scale – of Matisse's later work,
spreading from one gallery to the next like
some super-abundant garden. Swallows
dived, fish flew, flowers burst open, figures
danced, bright combinations of colour and
shape blossomed on a pure white ground,
and it really lifted my spirit.
Henri Matisse was in a wheelchair by 1941, following radical colon surgery at
the age of 71. He could no longer work at his easel. For years he had made
paper cut outs as part of his preparation process for his paintings - he could
move them around, pinning and re-pinning them to his canvas until he was
happy with the composition. He came to realise that cut paper could be his new
creative medium for what he gratefully called his "second life". Paper and
scissors, replaced brushes giving him colour and form, and a creative
expression that would evolve through the last 13 years of his life. He produced
cut out designs for books, stained glass windows, tapestries and ceramics.
Praised for their bold use of colour and abstract beauty, they began to gain
attention as artworks in their own right. In fact it is said that when Picasso first
saw them, he admitted to being 'rather jealous'.
The exhibition re-examined the cut-outs as a form of expression, exploring their
transition from studio pieces into permanent works that came to be considered
among his most glorious. While Matisse's health continued to deteriorate, his
cut-outs became more daring in their use of scale and subject matter. In the
final room, one of the captions drew attention to the thousands of pinpricks
visible in the paper pieces of these last cut-outs. This is what it took, not just
the scissoring but the pinning, and re-pinning - trying it all out over and over
again until the relationships between the pieces were exactly right.
It is the lesson of a lifetime, and an inspiration to the viewer: ideally, this is how
we wish we could all be - still aspiring, still relishing the beauty of life even as
we face its end. It is a paradox - Matisse’s age and ill health forced him to
transform a simple technique which he had previously been using as a basic
composition tool, into a medium which would produce his most iconic works of
art.
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HIZMET (Reproduced from a recent issue of The Inquirer)
The 20th Century political history of Turkey has been turbulent. Turkey was the hub of the
Ottoman Empire which extended around the Mediterranean from the Balkans, through the
Middle East and along the coast of North Africa. Most of its citizens followed Sunni
Islam. By and large, the Empire was peaceful, unless it had to defend its borders. In the First
World War in 1914, the Ottomans chose to join their neighbours, Austria and Italy in support
of the German side. Their military forces were old-fashioned, and ill equipped. By 1918, they
had lost, which signalled the break-up of the Ottoman Empire, with lands in the Middle East
being given to France and Britain.
Turkish General Kemal determined to salvage his beloved country, and having
observed the other, Western side’s use of technology, realised how badly trained and
equipped his brave soldiers had been. Under the name Kemal Ataturk, he embarked on a
campaign of secularisation and technical education, along with the teaching of English, as
the language of technology. This was welcomed in the cities, but not so much in rural areas,
where the study of Islam and Arabic was the only education available.
Meanwhile, the new political theory of Communism attracted the interest of some
intellectuals. It seemed to be working in Russia’s vast hinterland, and seemed compatible
with Islam. Kemal’s reign lasted until 1938 by which time several in uences, Islamic, Military,
Communist and Science-based Secularist were in uencing the thinking of successive
regimes.
A year or two before the start of the Second World War. A boy named Fethullah Gulen
was born in a village in north-east Turkey, to a devout, hard-working family. He proved a
bright student in his Islamic studies, and this enabled him to lead prayers, to begin to preach
and to become an Imam. The thoughtful and loving quality of his sermons and discussion
groups led to his growing popularity, so that he moved to take positions further away from
home, in larger towns. As he met di erent people, he came to read Science books and
foreign literature, and it became clear to him that Science and Islam are compatible because
Allah is all-knowing, and he believed that people can experience God through other
disciplines and practices. These realisations encouraged him to promote student lodgings
(known as dershane) where out-of-town students of any subjects could live together safely,
and perhaps get help in their studies from more advanced students, to help them pass
exams and gain admission to the best colleges, in search of the best education. Thus began
the Hizmet (Arabic for ‘service’) organisation.
Graduates were encouraged to open schools, and to establish other ‘dershanes’
wherever their employment took them, and so to promote education – literacy, numeracy,
science, engineering and English throughout the country. Their mission was to eliminate
ignorance and poverty, aiming to improve lives through employment and increasing
prosperity. This was appealing to Business interests, and so attracted much-needed
investment. When Hizmet opened schools in rural Turkey, places were o ered to boys and
girls alike. This was the rst time ever that education had been available to those country
girls. All youngsters were encouraged to progress as far as ability and circumstance
permitted.
Those Hizmet members whose employment took them into the Turkic-speaking
countries to the East were encouraged to do likewise. Meanwhile, Gulen travelled about,
o ering inspiration and encouragement. The Koran advises us to live thoughtfully, to travel
widely, to learn deeply, and to pursue and spread learning. Successive governments
became suspicious of Gulen’s clear and growing in uence until it became dangerous for him
to move about Turkey, and in fact he was obliged to spend six years in virtual self-imposed
house-arrest in Istanbul, before escaping to America, where he lives in a dershane, and has
been given citizenship. In his eighties and diabetic, it is unlikely that he will see his beloved
Turkey again.
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Turkey’s current President, Recep Tayyip Erdogan has sought to boost his own
popularity by declaring Hizmet a threat to security, and has imprisoned thousands of
intellectuals, professional and journalists. Many more have had to leave the country with
their families. Some have moved to where poverty is a problem, but have found it di cult to
establish safe situations to raise their own familes, and have sought Asylum all over the
world, under the collective umbrella of the name Dialog4Scotland (or Australia, for
example). They can be found all over Britain, wherever Asylum Seekers have been settled.
Those who have been sent to Glasgow have managed to buy an old Victorian church
and Manse, and from time to time they hold splendid Inter-Faith meetings. Our Unitarian
congregation has had connections with them since 2004. Fethullah Gulen had formed a
connection with the Unitarian Universalist Association of America. We have much in
common. We celebrate the Unity of God, and we prize education and intellectual activity. If
you live in one of the larger cities, there will be some Hizmet members in your area. Making
friends with them through Inter-Faith will become a delight and an inspiration, as well as the
opportunity to make friends and o er a helping hand as they settle in this country.
Janet Briggs
Information for this article was drawn from ‘Birds Without Wings’ by Louis de Bernieres, and
‘Fethula Gulen – a life of Hizmet’ by Jon Pahl. This book was gifted to us by Hizmet
members. It will be available in our library for you to read, as soon as we are able to re-open
the building.

Message to the church via our website
I just stumbled upon your website. It may sound strange, but I wanted to send a message of
love, admiration and one of human fraternity to your church! I know of the Unitarian
traditions and have read to some extent about it! I live in Glasgow and never before I knew of
your church or met someone from the Unitarian tradition in Glasgow, while I was reading
about the history of Unitarianism
So, it was a joy to learn that you guys exist! In Glasgow! Hope you will just overlook this out
of the blue email and will accept a feeling of love, respect and friendship!

From Sha

Pictures from Summer Outings to Rouken Glen
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Please send us any material for September News & Views by the middle of August:
lyanne.mitchell@mac.com, newsandviewsguc@aol.com, j.briggs159@virginmedia.com
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